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I dont want to hear about you becoming the next chapelle corby You can't get codeine without a perscription. Results 1
to 11 of Wiki Research Mission Statement Donate! The laws of Thailand, such as the Psychoactive Substances Law ,
stipulate that the following substances are not allowed into the country:. The laws of Thailand, such as the Psychoactive
Substances Law , stipulate that the following substances are not allowed into the country: Man, I am also in another third
world country right now Colombia Speaking from experience too Just be careful witht the illicits man. As we know,
with help from such celebrity fans as Lil Wayne who rapped about his love of Sizzurp in and was hospitalized for
ingesting too much of it in , a properly crafted cough-syrup cocktail is customarily served in a styrofoam cup. Some
medications may not be available for purchase in Thai drugstores. There was easy access to valium and xanax in
Thailand a few months ago, although this was Phuket, not Bangkok. I got a really bad ear ache there and went to some
pharmacists in bangkok. Some Canadians require personal prescription drugs when travelling. Some chemists will bend
the rules when it comes to perscription drugs like valium and perscription amphetamines. They can also get you
anything else you might need.Mar 7, - Answer 1 of I take codeine phospate 30mg/ 3 daily on a doctors prescription, are
these available to buy in Boots chemist in Thailand, reason I ask I am travelling to Thailand with a transit stopover at
Dubai (where they are banned) I will have a letter and. Dec 29, - Answer 1 of Hi everyone, seeing as the topic of
carrying restricted substances into Thailand comes up quite a bit, I thought I would share my recent experience applying
for a permit to Be wary of buying things like Valium or tramadol which I think most people know should come with a
prescription. I would take them with me if going direct to Bangkok but as we always seem to stop in the UAE etc then
I'm too scared to take any tablets with me, I get my headache tablets when I arrive at Bangkok. They have good chemists
and you;ll find Boots in Thailand. Also plenty of tiger balm to use on headaches Taking Medication to Thailand from
UK. Sometimes they can tell that you are not purchasing for legitimate purposes and they'll tell you no. Other times they
don't seem to care. Over the years I have successfully purchased the following: Tylenol w/Codeine (#2's w/15 mg
Codeine) Generic Acetaminophen/paracetamol w/Codeine (30 mg Codeine) Tasty Green. Category I: Dangerous
narcotics such as heroin;; Category II: Ordinary narcotics such as morphine, cocaine, codeine, medicinal opium;;
Category III: Narcotics which are Buying for resale is a different category, and getting caught posting steroids back
home, selling from a website inside Thailand, selling to friends inside. I suffer from severe chronic pain, and learned that
only two out of literally hundreds of pharmacies carry Paracetamol (Tylenol with Codeine) under the counter otherwise, a prescription is needed. Nobody even knows what I'm talking about when I ask either for it, or for Vicodin,
Norco, Percaset etc. - even in. Im going to thailand/bangkok for 3 months i wanted to ask if there is anyway to get some
opiate painpills while there? i know you can get tramadol otc but i heard they no longer sell codeine otc in thai now,
would be nice to atleast be able to get some codeine while there even tho i dont fancy it too much. Nov 24, - Answer 1
of 7: Thought I'd share some info for people who need to take Codeine into Thailand and are too chicken (like me) to
just wing it through customs and hope they don't get searched and yes I know plenty do just that (I just don't want to be
starring. May 6, - phuketrichard Phuket, Thailand. Level Contributor. 4, posts. 52 reviews. Save Reply. 7. Re: Buying
Diazipam / Valium from pharmacies in BKK. 7 May , PM. many Pharmacy's will only sell to those they know;. if u paid
baht for 10 were grossly over charged here in phuket there 10 baht. Feb 15, - Tired of expensive meds? We provide you
the information you need for Buying Cheap Meds in Thailand. They are way cheaper, and we tell you where to get them.
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